
Introduction

The Essential Wireless Home Alert Kit is a ready-paired, out of the box security system 
that can instantly protect multiple zones and entry points around a property. The kit has 
an overall operating range of 80m and each PIR sensor has a detection distance of 5m.

Contents
1 x Wireless 5 channel receiver      2 x Mounting brackets
3 x Magnetic contacts           3 x Adhesive sets for magnetic contacts
2 x PIR sensors       4 x Fixing screws and wall plugs

Battery Installation
Please Note: Batteries are not included with any units. 

Wireless 5 Channel Receiver

Remove the battery cover on the rear of the unit by unclipping it and insert 3 x C 
batteries, noting the correct polarity. Replace the battery cover. Turn the unit to Low 
or High for it to be operational, depending on your volume preference. 

PIR Sensors
Unscrew the battery cover on the rear of the unit. Insert 3 x AA batteries, noting the 
correct polarity. Replace and rescrew the battery cover. 

Magnetic Contacts
Remove battery cover on the front of the unit by sliding it downwards. Insert 2 x AA 
batteries, noting the correct polarity. Replace the battery cover and turn the unit On at 
the side switch for it to be operational. 

To replace batteries at any point, simply follow the steps above. 

Operation
Please Note: All units are ready paired out of the box in the following sequence and 

are labelled accordingly.

Receiver Zone 1:   Magnetic Contact 1 Receiver Zone 4:   PIR Sensor 4
Receiver Zone 2:   Magnetic Contact 2 Receiver Zone 5:   PIR Sensor 5
Receiver Zone 3:   Magnetic Contact 3
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As all units are ready paired, all that is required is to install the sensors in your desired 

locations. When triggered, the relevant sensor will send a signal to the wireless receiver. 

Each sensor has its own audio alert and the relevant section’s LED will illuminate on the  

receiver, so you know which zone the alert is coming from. 

When a sensor is triggered, the alert will sound on the receiver continuously for 30 

seconds, or until the switch on the receiver is slid to Off, clearing the alert. The relevant 

section’s light will remain illuminated until the alert has been cleared. This informs the user 

a detection has occurred, even if they missed the audio alert.

If more than one sensor is activated, the first-activated alert will sound on the receiver then, 

after a 10 second delay, the second-activated alert will sound and so on. 

Note: A single sensor cannot send multiple alerts; each alert must be cleared on the 

receiver before a new alert can transmit. This ensures no alerts are missed. 

To reset the entire kit, simply switch the receiver Off and then back on to High or Low. 

Installation
The wireless receiver is for indoor use only. Due to its portable nature, it can be moved 

around and located as required. As long as the receiver is within 80m of all sensors, the kit 
will function as intended.

The PIR sensors are suitable for outdoor use and are fully weatherproof. Use the mounting 
brackets and fixing screws to install the sensors as required. Always ensure you install the 
sensors at least 3 feet off the ground to guarantee detection. It is also recommended to 
install the sensors out of arms reach to prevent tampering. Each sensor has a 5m range 
and 120° detection angle. 

The Magnetic Contacts are for indoor use only and can be installed on both windows and 
doors. When the door/window is open and the contact is broken, the sensor will trigger.
Use the adhesive fixings to install both parts of the sensor on your desired entry point, 
making sure one part is on the door/window and the other on the frame. Ensure the 
contact strip is no more than 10mm from the main unit. 
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